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Our partners



During a very long journey to Viggiano



Warm welcoming by the youngest
students at school in Viggiano





Grumento Nova Archeological Site 



Interesting artefacts



At the archeological site



The beauty of 
the nature and 
the past

Colloseum- approx. 100 
years older than the 
one in Rome



Certosa di Padula





Matera- the 3rd oldest town in the world

UNESCO heritage site



Matera



Matera is a city in the 
region of Basilicata, in 
Southern Italy.
As the capital of the province 
of Matera, its original 
settlement lies in two canyons 
carved by the Gravina River. 

This area, the Sassi di Matera,
is a complex of cave dwellings 
carved into the ancient 
river canyon. Mel Gibson filmed
there his famous movie „The
Passion of the Christ”. 
Some scenes of „James Bond” movie
were also shot there.



Going to school



After school…



Sport and music
unite people all
over the world!



A visit to Viggiano oil plant 
and a very important lesson
on global energy issues



Seeing the sights in Viggiano



Meeting with the Mayor of Viggiano





Astronomical Observatory
and Planetarium



Workshops at the Astronomical Observatory



Making our own rocket



A day trip to Rome

At Basílica de San Pedro



Basílica de San Pedro by night



Di Trevi Fountain



Piazza Navona

Panteon



Piazza Venezia



Sightseeing



Christmas spirit
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